
Purchase Orders
Processes & Closure



Purchase Orders - Summary

▪ All UShop orders result in a Purchase Order (PO)
▪ Each PO encumbers funds and facilitates processing of invoices
▪ Ideally, a PO is for a discrete set of goods or services and is open while 

those goods or services are received, and invoiced, then closed.
▪ When a PO is closed, any remaining encumbered funds are removed, 

and further invoices cannot be processed.
▪ Most suppliers accept a PO, but not all, and in those cases using a 

Pcard is the best option.
▪ A process exists to automatically close PO’s, or you can close them 

yourself.



Purchase Orders - Basics

▪ What is a PO?
▪ An agreement between parties which governs the purchase of goods or 

services, including payment terms. At the University of Utah the parties are 
the University and the supplier who accepts the PO in exchange for the 
goods or services they provide.

▪ How are PO’s issued to a supplier? How do I know if the supplier received it?
▪ This is done electronically, most often via email. You’ll see this in UShop, 

under the History tab on the PO. You’ll see when the PO was sent, by what 
method, and if by email, the specific email that was used.



PO’s in the overall P2P process?
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Purchase Orders - Statuses

▪ Open
▪ When a PO is created, or has been reopened
▪ Invoices can be processed

▪ Soft Closed
▪ System automated pre-closing process
▪ Invoices can be processed

▪ Closed
▪ Closed by either the system or a user
▪ No further invoices can be processed



Purchase Orders- Encumbrances

Each PO creates an associated encumbrance in PeopleSoft, 
visible in Management Reports
▪ Funds associated with the PO are encumbered, or reserved, in 

PeopleSoft, as a soft commitment. This can be a useful indicator of 
what your department is expecting in terms of future expenses. As 
invoices are processed, and paid, the encumbrance is reduced by a 
corresponding amount of those invoices.

▪ If the amount of the PO exceeds the amount of all invoices, such as, 
you estimated an amount of expenses but the actual expenses were 
less, then you can easily close the PO in UShop after the final invoice 
has been paid. Closing removes any remaining encumbered funds, and 
also prevents any future invoices from being processed.



PO with open encumbrance



How to close the PO



When are PO’s closed automatically?

▪ PO’s are automatically changed to Soft Closed status when the total 
of all invoices exactly matches the PO amount

▪ Then, for a PO in Soft Closed status, after 30 days, if all invoices 
associated with the PO have a status of “Paid” then the PO will be 
changed to Closed status.

▪ This most often applies to orders placed through a punch-out catalog 
and which utilize electronic invoicing.



Do I Need To Close PO’s?

▪ In many situations the automatic closing process criteria will not apply 
to your PO’s and a best practice is to review your open PO’s and 
manually close them, if…
▪ All expected invoices appear in the Invoices tab on the PO in 

UShop, AND
▪ All invoices you see listed have a status of “Paid”



How can I see my PO’s?



Default Display of PO’s



Add Invoice Total Column



Add Invoice Total Column



Add AP Status Column



Add AP Status Column



Closing Multiple PO’s At Once



Closing Multiple PO’s At Once



Close Via Management Reports?

▪ Closing from Management Reports does not provide insight into the 
invoices and if they have completed UShop processing.

▪ Best practice is to close from UShop, where you can see all invoices 
associated with the PO and then determine if closing is appropriate.



Blanket Order PO’s?

▪ A “blanket” PO isn’t a type of PO in UShop.

▪ All UShop PO’s have a begin date but no system-defined end date.

▪ A good business practice is that each PO corresponds to the 
purchase of a discrete set of goods or services that has an end date, 
and the funds allocated on the PO match the expected expenses for 
that period of time. 

▪ Department practices vary, and there are often extenuating 
circumstances, but here are a few things to consider regarding PO 
end dates.



Blanket Order PO’s?

▪ A PO that spans many years may also include changes in 
departmental leadership. Creating a new PO at a more frequent 
interval can help ensure that the continued engagement with the 
supplier is consistent with departmental objectives and goals.

▪ It’s difficult to estimate expenses for a PO that spans many years, 
resulting in the encumbrance associated with that PO having little 
meaning. Even if an engagement does last multiple years, creating 
a PO for each fiscal year can result in a more meaningful 
encumbrance, and be helpful to others in your department who 
monitor financials and may create end of year projections.



Blanket Order PO’s?

▪ An open-ended PO often requires increases, triggered by pending 
invoices, which will remain unpaid until the PO has been 
sufficiently increased. The vendor may experience a delay in 
receiving their payments.

▪ A PO created based on a quote/contract with specific requirements 
and an associated term can result in a stronger formal agreement 
between the University and the supplier to support the purchase.



Purchase Orders - Changes

What if I need to make a change to an existing PO?

▪ Use the new Change Request feature

My PO is Closed. How do I open the PO?

▪ Contact Purchasing



Questions?
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